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A two-dimensional quantum gas in a magnetic trap
K Merloti, R Dubessy, L Longchambon, A Perrin, P-E Pottie, V Lorent and H Perrin
Laboratoire de physique des lasers, CNRS, Universite´ Paris 13,
Sorbonne Paris Cite´, 99 avenue J.-B. Cle´ment, F-93430 Villetaneuse
We present the first experimental realization of a two-dimensional quantum gas in a purely mag-
netic trap dressed by a radio frequency field in the presence of gravity. The resulting potential is
extremely smooth and very close to harmonic in the two-dimensional plane of confinement. We fully
characterize the trap and demonstrate the confinement of a quantum gas to two dimensions. The
trap geometry can be modified to a large extent, in particular in a dynamical way. Taking advantage
of this possibility, we study the monopole and the quadrupole modes of a two-dimensional Bose gas.
PACS numbers: 67.85.-d, 67.10.Jn
I. INTRODUCTION
For the last ten years, dramatic progress has been
made in the investigation of low dimensional quantum
gases [1]. When quantum gases are confined to one or two
dimensions, the role of quantum correlations is strongly
enhanced and the physics changes qualitatively [2]. For
example, one-dimensional bosons behave as fermions in
the Tonks-Girardeau regime [3, 4], or a homogeneous
bosonic gas restricted to two dimensions undergoes a
specific transition to a superfluid state described by the
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless theory (BKT) [5–7], be-
low a critical temperature.
While one-dimensional quantum gases have been inves-
tigated experimentally some time ago [8–10], experimen-
tal results have been obtained more recently with two-
dimensional quantum gases, including the observation of
the BKT phase [11, 12] and the measurement of the equa-
tion of state [13]. In many respects, the dimension two
is a critical dimension. Bose-Einstein condensation does
not occur in a homogeneous two-dimensional gas, un-
less at strictly zero temperature [14]. Long range order
is destroyed, but the correlation function decreases alge-
braically which preserves a partial coherence on finite size
systems [2, 15]. Moreover, interacting two-dimensional
gases in a harmonic trap present a scale invariance [16]
which is at the origin of the absence of damping of the
breathing mode [17, 18]. Very recently, the influence
of disorder on the phase coherence of a two-dimensional
Bose gas has been investigated experimentally [19, 20].
In order to reach the quasi two-dimensional regime for
the atomic quantum gas, all the relevant energies – chem-
ical potential µ, temperature kBT – must be lower than
the transverse confining energy ~ωz along the strongly
confined direction z. All the experiments which achieved
this regime [11, 12, 15, 16, 21, 22] made use of dipole
traps [23] to strongly confine the atoms in one direction.
The drawback of dipole traps is that, even if spontaneous
photon scattering can be avoided by the use of high power
and large detunings [23], pointing stability remains an is-
sue for long time scale experiments [24]. Moreover, light
scattered by the windows of the vacuum chamber or any
other surface close to the atoms may lead to interferences
with the main light field and induce local defects in the
trapping potential [22]. These defects are detrimental to
experiments requiring a high smoothness of the trapping
potential, or a high degree of control on the application of
a tailored disorder [19, 20]. On the other hand, macro-
scopic magnetic traps give access to smoothly varying
potentials. In this paper, we demonstrate the confine-
ment of a quantum gas to two dimensions, using only
magnetic and radio frequency (rf) fields [25]. Both fields
are generated by macroscopic coils of centimetre scale
and placed at a distance of order one centimetre from
the atomic cloud. In this way, any high frequency spa-
tial noise is filtered out and the fields seen by the atoms
vary smoothly, in a very well controlled way. Moreover,
the trap geometry can easily be dynamically controlled
by the choice of the magnetic field gradient or the rf
field amplitude, frequency and polarization. Finally, we
demonstrate long lifetimes and negligible heating rates in
the trap. This makes this setup very promising for the
study of collective excitations or experiments involving a
controlled, additional, disordered potential.
The paper is organized as follows: the anisotropic adi-
abatic trapping potential and its main characteristics are
presented in section II. Section III is devoted to the ex-
perimental implementation of the trap. In section IV we
show how to reach the quasi two-dimensional regime for
the quantum gas with our setup. In this regime, two col-
lective modes of a two-dimensional gas, the quadrupole
and the monopole modes, are evidenced, as demonstrated
in section V.
II. A VERY ANISOTROPIC DRESSED
MAGNETIC TRAP
In this section, we recall the characteristics of adiabatic
potentials [25] and give the key features of the rf-dressed
quadrupole trap discussed in this paper.
The anisotropic magnetic trap is a ‘dressed trap’,
resulting from the adiabatic potential experienced by
atoms placed in a magnetic quadrupole field and dressed
by an rf field [25, 26]. The static quadrupole field
B0(r) = b
′(x ex + y ey − 2z ez), with a radial gradient
b′, is produced by a pair of coils of vertical axis z. The
2isomagnetic surfaces of the quadrupole field are defined
by re(r) = r0 where the effective radius re is
re(r) =
√
x2 + y2 + 4z2. (1)
As depicted in figure 1(a), these surfaces are ellipsoids
of symmetry axis z, and semi-axes of length r0 and r0/2
along the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
The corresponding Zeeman splitting in the ground state
of spin F is
~αre(r) (2)
where we have introduced the gradient in frequency units
α = |gF |µBb′/~, gF being the Lande´ factor and µB the
Bohr magneton.
The strongly anisotropic trap for the two-dimensional
gas is based on this static inhomogeneous mag-
netic field, combined with an rf field [25] of fre-
quency ωrf , circularly polarised along z: Brf(r, t) =
B1 [cos(ωrf t) ex + sin(ωrft) ey]. Due to the position de-
pendent orientation of the static magnetic field B0(r),
the effective Rabi coupling Ω(r) between the Zeeman sub-
states depends on the position r in the following way:
Ω(r) =
Ω0
2
[
1− 2z
re(r)
]
, (3)
where ~Ω0 = |gF |µBB1. We note that the coupling, on a
given isomagnetic surface, is maximum at the bottom of
the ellipsoid and cancels at the top, where non-adiabatic
spin flips can occur.
Assuming that ωrf  Ω0 such that the rotating wave
approximation can be applied, and that the atoms follow
adiabatically a given dressed state of the atom and rf
field system, the total adiabatic potential experienced by
the dressed atoms in the sub-state F,mF in the presence
of gravity is then given by [26]:
VmF (r) = mF~
√
[αre(r)− ωrf ]2 +Ω(r)2 +Mgz (4)
where M is the atomic mass and g the gravitational ac-
celeration.
An avoided crossing is created in the region where the
radio frequency field is resonant with the energy differ-
ence between the Zeeman states, that is on the isomag-
netic surface re(r) = r0 where r0 = ωrf/α. The adiabatic
potential given at Eq. (4) confines the Zeeman states with
the right spin orientation close to this isomagnetic sur-
face. We chose the direction of the local quantization
axis in such a way that the trapped states are the sub-
states with positive mF . The atoms with mF > 0 will
be trapped provided that the vertical magnetic field gra-
dient exceeds gravity, namely ε < 1 where ε is defined
as ε = Mg/(2mF~α). On the other hand, the vertical
gradient of Rabi coupling, see Eq. (3), must be smaller
than the gravitational force to avoid an accumulation of
the atoms at the top of the ellipse, where the rf coupling
vanishes [26]. In the limit ε2  1, these two conditions
can be written approximately[28] as:
mF~Ω0 < Mgr0 < 2mF~ωrf . (5)
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FIG. 1. (colour online) (a): Sketch of the rf-dressed trap load-
ing procedure. Starting from a plugged quadrupole trap [27]
with the atoms trapped near A, we switch on an rf dress-
ing field at a frequency below resonance (inner ellipsoid) and
slowly ramp up the rf frequency to catch the atoms when it
crosses resonance (dashed ellipsoid). If the rf frequency is
increased further, the isomagnetic ellipsoid radius increases
as well and the atoms don’t feel the plug beam any longer.
They fall to the bottom B, at a distance R from the centre
given by Eq. (6). The grey shaded areas indicate schemat-
ically the atomic cloud in the initial and final traps (not to
scale). (b) and (c): Absorption imaging of the condensate af-
ter a 25-ms time-of-flight. The probe beam propagates along
y. (b): Atoms released from the initial plugged trap at A. (c):
Atoms released from the dressed quadrupole trap at B. The
anisotropy is reversed, the final trap being more compressed
in the vertical direction.
These conditions are always satisfied in our experi-
ments, ε being always smaller than 0.3.
Taking into account the small shift due to gravity, the
trap centre is slightly offset from the bottom[29] of the
ellipsoid (1); it lies at the position (x = 0, y = 0, z = −R)
where
R =
r0
2
(
1 +
ε√
1− ε2
Ω0
ωrf
)
. (6)
For the choice of circular polarization of the rf dressing
field, the trap is cylindrically symmetric, and the oscilla-
tion frequencies in the horizontal and vertical directions,
ωr and ωz, obtained from a second order expansion of
the potential, are:
ωr =
√
g
4R
[
1− mF~Ω0
2MgR
√
1− ε2
]1/2
, (7a)
ωz = 2α
√
mF~
MΩ0
(
1− ε2)3/4 . (7b)
The horizontal frequency is essentially the pendulum
frequency corresponding to the radius of curvature 4R of
the isomagnetic surface at the equilibrium position z =
−R, while the vertical frequency is directly related to the
avoided crossing of the adiabatic potential. The ratio
between the oscillation frequencies, to leading order in
the small parameters ε2 and εη, is
ωr
ωz
∼ 1
2
√
εη[1− η/(2ε)] < 1
2
√
εη (8)
3where η = Ω0/ωrf < 2ε, see Eq. (5), such that ωr/ωz
has to be smaller than ε/
√
2. The adiabatic potential de-
scribed in this paper thus leads to an oblate trap. For our
experimental parameters, the two frequencies are very
different, their ratio ranging from 0.1 to 0.01.
Taking advantage of this natural anisotropy, we now
discuss the ability of reaching the quasi-two-dimensional
regime for a quantum gas confined in the trap. As men-
tioned above, the gas can be considered as quasi two-
dimensional if the typical energies involved in the system,
the chemical potential µ and the thermal energy kBT , are
less than the transverse, large, trapping energy ~ωz.
To check if the chemical potential is below the
transverse frequency, we can estimate it for a three-
dimensional condensate confined in a three-dimensional
harmonic trap in the mean-field Thomas-Fermi regime. If
this value µ3D is below ~ωz, the hypothesis of a Thomas-
Fermi profile along z fails and the gas enters the quasi
two-dimensional regime.
The expression for µ3D is [30]
µ3D =
~ω¯
2
(
15Na
a0
)2/5
∝ ω4/5r ω2/5z (9)
where N is the condensate atom number, a is the scat-
tering length, ω¯ = (ωzω
2
r)
1/3 and a0 =
√
~/(Mω¯).
µ3D/(~ωz) scales as ω
4/5
r ω
−3/5
z , and reaching the two-
dimensional regime thus requires to lower the frequency
ratio ωrωz .
As µ3D becomes lower than ~ωz, the true chemical
potential µ can instead be written as the sum of the ver-
tical ground state energy and a quasi-two-dimensional
chemical potential, µ = µ2D + ~ωz/2. In the spirit of
[30], µ2D can be calculated in the Thomas-Fermi regime
for the two-dimensional gas from the knowledge of the
oscillation frequencies and the number of atoms in the
coherent peak. The expression for µ2D is
µ2D = 2~ωr
(
Na√
2piaz
)1/2
(10)
where az =
√
~/(Mωz). Again, this quantity should be
small as compared to ~ωz to ensure the two-dimensional
regime for the interacting quantum degenerate gas. It
can be shown that µ2D/(~ωz) ∼ [µ3D/(~ωz)]5/4 such that
the two requirements are equivalent [31].
Using Eq. (8), we can see that a good way to decrease
the frequency ratio ωrωz is to simultaneously decrease ε
and η, keeping η/(2ε) = Mgr0/(~Ω0) constant. This is
achieved by ramping simultaneously the magnetic field
gradient and the rf frequency, at constant Rabi coupling,
to keep the radius r0 constant. As a result, ωz is increased
and the frequency ratio scales as 1/α. The horizontal fre-
quency ωr barely changes, and the cloud is simply com-
pressed in the vertical direction.
Large vertical oscillation frequencies can be achieved
by increasing the magnetic gradient. We show in sec-
tion IV that oscillation frequencies of ωz/(2pi) = 2.4 kHz
and ωr/(2pi) = 25 Hz can be obtained in our setup, which
is typical for two-dimensional experiments [11, 12, 15, 16,
21, 22]. With these figures, the criterion µ3D < ~ωz
requires an atom number in the quantum gas below
105, which is easy to meet while keeping good signal to
noise ratio for imaging. Moreover this vertical oscilla-
tion frequency corresponds to a temperature of 115 nK,
which can easily be reached by forcing evaporation in the
dressed trap with a second, weak, rf field [32–34]. Both
the superfluid and the thermal fractions will then be in
the quasi-two-dimensional regime, which makes this trap
well suited for a study of the BKT physics [11].
III. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
AND CHARACTERIZATION
We now describe the experimental procedure allowing
the preparation of quantum degenerate gases in this very
anisotropic trap. An initial atomic sample consisting of
2 × 105 atoms in the F = 1, m = −1 state of 87Rb
at a temperature of 250 nK with a condensate fraction
of 0.6 is first produced in a magnetic quadrupole trap
plugged by a blue detuned laser beam [27], see figure 1.
The plug beam (wavelength 532 nm, power 6 W) propa-
gates along the y axis and prevents Majorana spin flips
in the quadrupole field by shifting the trapping poten-
tial minimum horizontally by about 60 µm to the side
of the quadrupole centre. The Larmor frequency at the
position of the plugged trap centre is 250 kHz, corre-
sponding to a bias magnetic field of 350 mG. The same
quadrupole field of vertical (z) axis and radial magnetic
gradient b′ = 55.4 G·cm−1 is used both for the plugged
trap and the dressed trap, which greatly simplifies the
loading procedure, see figure 1. Further compression is
possible and the magnetic field gradient can be increased
up to 216 G·cm−1. Detailed experimental procedures for
the production and the detection of quantum gases in our
setup are given in [27].
We then switch on an rf field of Rabi coupling Ω0 =
2pi×40 kHz at a frequency ωrf = 2pi×175 kHz, below the
resonance frequency in the plugged trap, which transfers
the m = −1 bare state into the mF = +1 dressed state
defined in the previous section. The circularly polarized
rf field is produced by a DDS synthesizer, amplified up to
24 dBm by a standard operational amplifier, and feeding
two antennas[35] of axes x and y with a pi/2 phase shift.
To load the atoms into the dressed trap, we ramp up the
dressing rf frequency up to 600 kHz in 75 ms, while the in-
tensity of the plug beam is ramped down to zero in 50 ms.
When the rf frequency crosses the resonance at 250 kHz,
the atoms are transferred to the upper dressed state, and
follow this state adiabatically as the rf frequency is fur-
ther increased, see figure 1(a). They remain trapped to
an isomagnetic surface of increasing radius r0. The cen-
tre of mass of the cloud is shifted downwards from A to B
due to gravity while the plug beam is ramped down, and
the condensate reaches its final position at (0, 0,−R) at
4FIG. 2. Dipolar oscillation in the dressed quadrupole trap.
The experimental parameter are b′ = 216 G·cm−1, ωrf =
2pi × 3 MHz and Ω0 = 2pi × 21.8 kHz, corresponding to
R = 99.4 µm and a calculated horizontal frequency for an
isotropic trap of 24.4 Hz. The axes 1 and 2 correspond to the
camera pixel array orientation. (a): The two measured fre-
quencies of 24.7±0.1 Hz and 25.3±0.1 Hz are determined by
a simultaneous fit of the position of the cloud centre along the
x and y axes, with the sum of two sinusoids (solid line). No
damping is observable. (b) Trajectory of the centre of mass
in the horizontal xy plane.
the end of this procedure, where R = 78 µm. The overall
transfer efficiency is about 80%, leading to a final total
atom number of 1.6 × 105. During the whole transfer
procedure, we can also add a second, weak, rf field at a
frequency of 680 kHz to limit the trap depth and prevent
heating. Changing its value allows to adjust the final
cloud temperature and the condensate fraction between
zero and almost one.
In our experiments in the dressed quadrupole trap, we
always start from this configuration, with a moderate
magnetic gradient, where the quantum gas is anisotropic
but still three-dimensional, see figure 1(c). We have per-
formed a series of measurements to determine the trap
characteristics with these figures. The oscillation fre-
quencies depend on the magnetic gradient, the rf fre-
quency and the rf coupling, see Eq. (7). The magnetic
gradient was measured previously [27]. While the rf fre-
quency is very well known, the Rabi coupling experienced
by the atoms can be measured in situ with a resolution of
0.5 kHz by rf spectroscopy [34, 36]. The number of atoms
remaining in the dressed trap is recorded as a function of
the frequency of a second, weak, rf field, which induces
resonant spin flips to an un-trapped dressed state when
its frequency is equal to the Rabi coupling Ω0/(2pi) at
the position of the atoms, see for example figure 3(b). In
our setup the Rabi coupling can be adjusted between 5
and 50 kHz through the input rf power.
For the two-dimensional experiments, it is important
to measure the vertical oscillation frequency. This is done
by inducing a sudden vertical displacement of the trap
centre and recording the dipolar oscillation in the posi-
tion of the cloud along the z axis after a 25 ms time-of-
flight. The vertical displacement is obtained by increas-
ing the value of the rf frequency by 10 kHz in 50 µs, a
time shorter than the oscillation period but still adiabatic
with respect to the spin variables. With an rf frequency
of 600 kHz and Rabi coupling 43 kHz, and a gradient
of 55.4 G·cm−1, we measure ωz/(2pi) = 400±10 Hz, in
good agreement with the value of 380 Hz deduced from
Eq. (7). The horizontal oscillation frequencies are de-
duced from a resonant excitation of the dipolar mode.
We obtain two peaks at 26.8± 0.2 Hz and 27.5± 0.2 Hz,
corresponding to a small 2.5% in-plane anisotropy, with
an average value in very good agreement with the pre-
diction 27.1 Hz of Eq. (7). Given the typical condensed
atom number between 4 × 104 and 8 × 104, this corre-
sponds to the case where we have a three-dimensional
Bose-Einstein condensate, with µ3D/(~ωz) ranging from
3.7 to 4.9.
FIG. 3. (a): Dipolar oscillation along z in the compressed trap, measured after a 25-ms time-of-flight. Each point is the
average of three measurements and the error bars estimate the statistical uncertainty. The solid line is a sinusoidal fit to
the experimental data and gives 1.88 ± 0.01 kHz. Similar data taken with different oscillation amplitudes yield an oscillation
frequency of ωz = 2pi × 1.93± 0.01 kHz, corrected for the oscillation amplitude. (b) rf spectroscopy in the dressed quadrupole
trap in the same conditions. The solid line is a Lorentzian fit to the data. From this measurement we deduce a Rabi coupling
of 27.7 ± 0.1 kHz.
5The horizontal oscillation frequencies can also be de-
termined by exciting the dipolar oscillation and record-
ing directly the in-plane cloud position as a function
of time, as demonstrated in figure 2 for another set of
trap parameters. This measurement confirms the very
small anisotropy. Moreover, the dipolar oscillation can
be monitored for half a second without detecting any
damping [37]. This feature reveals the excellent harmonic
character of the dressed quadrupole trap.
Another remarkable feature of this trap is the low heat-
ing rate and the long lifetime which can be achieved. We
recorded the total number of atoms in the cloud as a func-
tion of time. The lifetime is limited by the background
gas collisions to more than 200 s for a Rabi coupling above
20 kHz. We also measured the number of atoms in the
coherent central peak. The lifetime of the degenerate gas,
recorded in the presence of an rf-knife 200 kHz above the
trap bottom, reaches 10 s and is limited by three-body
losses.
In the same experimental conditions, the heating rate
is as low as 4 nK·s−1. It can be attributed to a small
amplitude noise [38] of the fields produced by the two in-
dependent antennas, responsible for a heating of 2 nK·s−1
each.
These figures depend on the Rabi coupling between
magnetic states. At very small values of the Rabi cou-
pling, Landau-Zener transitions may occur and limit the
lifetime. We observe a reduction in the lifetime of ther-
mal atoms for Rabi frequencies below 20 kHz for a mag-
netic gradient of 55.4 G·cm−1. We expect that the life-
time will be lower with a larger magnetic gradient. For
the whole set of data presented in this paper, the lifetime
is always above 20 s. The issue of lifetime in dressed traps
has been addressed in part in Refs. [39, 40]. However,
quantitative comparisons with experiments, in both the
cases of thermal atoms and quantum degenerate gases,
would require further theoretical and experimental stud-
ies.
IV. A TWO-DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM GAS
IN THE DRESSED TRAP
As demonstrated in the previous sections, the dressed
quadrupole trap is naturally oblate with a large
anisotropy. In the horizontal plane, it is very well de-
scribed by an harmonic potential. Moreover, it exhibits
a very long lifetime and a low heating rate. In this sec-
tion, we show that we are able to compress the gas in the
vertical direction up to very large values of the anisotropy
and to reach the two-dimensional regime for the trapped
quantum gas.
As discussed at the end of section II, we increase
the vertical trapping frequency while keeping the ellip-
soid radius fixed at R = 78 µm. The rf frequency is
ramped from 600 kHz to 2.336 MHz in 300 ms, and si-
multaneously the magnetic gradient b′ is ramped pro-
portionally from 55.4 to 216 G·cm−1. The rf-coupling
Ω0 slightly changes during this procedure, due to the
frequency dependence of the amplifier gain. A spectro-
scopic measurement in the compressed trap at 2.336 MHz
gives a smaller value of 27.7 ± 0.1 kHz, which con-
tributes to increasing the vertical frequency further, see
figure 3(b). In these conditions, we reach a vertical fre-
quency of 1.93 ± 0.01 kHz, measured by dipolar excita-
tion, and corrected from the oscillation amplitude, see
figure 3(a). The corresponding horizontal frequency is
ωr = 2pi × 26 Hz.
An adiabatic compression of the cloud results in an
increase of the temperature. We limit this increase by
applying a weak rf knife 64 kHz above the dressing fre-
quency during the whole compression phase, leading to
evaporative cooling of the sample. In this way, we pre-
pare almost purely degenerate gases of typically 2× 104
atoms, see figure 4. We computed the two-dimensional
chemical potential of the gas using Eq. (10). By changing
the atom number and the rf frequency at the maximum
gradient, we were able to adjust the ratio µ2D/(~ωz) be-
tween 0.44 and 0.2, well into the two-dimensional regime.
Figure 4(a) presents an absorption image of the atomic
cloud released from the compressed trap, after a 25 ms
time of flight. From this picture we can infer the to-
tal atom number, the temperature, the coherent frac-
tion and the density profiles. The cloud after expan-
sion exhibits a bimodal distribution. The coherent frac-
tion is extremely anisotropic: its density profile has a
Thomas-Fermi parabolic shape in the horizontal direc-
tions whereas it exhibits a Gaussian shape in the vertical
direction, which is a consequence of the confinement to
the ground state in the vertical direction. The thermal
gas is marginally two-dimensional for this data set, the
temperature being T = 112 nK such that kBT/(~ωz) =
1.2. Further evaporative cooling leads to colder samples,
with no discernible thermal fraction. For these samples,
the temperature is estimated by extrapolating the mea-
sured temperature as a function of trap depth.
In this regime the expansion of the quasi two-
dimensional degenerate Bose gas can be analytically de-
scribed using a scaling ansatz [31]. We record the time-
of-flight expansion of a quasi pure two-dimensional quan-
tum gas with N = 104 atoms at a temperature of 126 nK,
see figure 5. For this data set, the vertical oscillation fre-
quency has been increased up to 2.4 kHz by reducing the
Rabi coupling to 18.3 kHz, such that kBT ' ~ωz. The rf
dressing frequency is 3 MHz and the horizontal oscillation
frequency is 24.6 Hz, corresponding to µ2D/(~ωz) = 0.2.
We compute the rms width of the density profile along z
and compare it both to the expansion of an ideal gas in
the ground state of the vertical harmonic oscillator and
to the rms density width given by a Gaussian ansatz ex-
pansion [31]. Our data agree well with the model taking
into account the interactions. It deviates significantly
only for the short time-of-flight data, for which the large
atomic density saturates the absorption in the cloud cen-
tre and results in a systematic overestimation of the rms
width.
6FIG. 4. (a) Absorption imaging of the atomic cloud released from the strongly confined dressed quadrupole trap, after a 25-ms
time-of-flight. The trap frequencies are ωr = 2pi×26 Hz and ωz = 2pi× 1.93 kHz. The density profile is fitted by the product of
a Gaussian with an integrated Thomas-Fermi profile, the cloud orientation being a free fit parameter. A background thermal
fraction is also taken into account with another Gaussian distribution. (b) and (c): Integrated density profiles and integrated
two-dimensional fits along the x and z directions, respectively. The horizontal profile of the coherent fraction is an integrate
parabola, and originates from the initial two-dimensional parabolic Thomas-Fermi profile in the trap. The corresponding
integrated z-profile is Gaussian, the atoms being initially confined to the vertical ground state of the anisotropic trap.
V. TWO-DIMENSIONAL COLLECTIVE MODES
In this last part, we demonstrate a very natural ap-
plication of the dressed quadrupole trap. Its smooth-
ness and its harmonic character make this trap very well
suited for the study of the collective modes of a two-
dimensional trapped gas. Collective modes are an excel-
lent tool to probe the effect of interactions in a quantum
gas [41], including superfluidity [42], the measurement of
the equation of state [43] or dipolar interactions [44]. In
particular, the monopole, or breathing, mode is sensitive
to the gas density and this allows to deduce the equation
of state µ(n) [43]. On the other hand, the quadrupole
mode is a signature of the hydrodynamic regime for the
quantum gas [41]. In the following, we show that through
controlled deformations of the trap potential we are able
to excite the low lying collective modes of the degenerate
gas and measure their frequency and quality factor.
We first present a measurement of the monopole mode
at ωM = 2ωr. Measuring the monopole mode is of par-
ticular interest for a two-dimensional gas. Due to a scal-
ing invariance [16], this mode is expected to be indepen-
dent of the amplitude and present an absence of damp-
ing [17, 18]. In addition, it has been suggested to detect
a quantum anomaly [45] in two dimensions which is re-
sponsible for a very small frequency shift.
The excitation of the monopole mode proceeds as fol-
lows. First, starting from the compressed trapped gas de-
scribed above, we expand the rf-dressed bubble radius by
increasing the rf frequency from 2.336 up to 3.336 MHz
within 5 ms. The vertical displacement of the trap cen-
tre induced by this frequency sweep is slow compared
to the vertical confinement frequency and the atoms fol-
low adiabatically. However the subsequent change in
ωr is not adiabatic with respect to the in-plane dy-
namics: the gas is then placed in an out-of-equilibrium
state where its radius is smaller than the equilibrium
one. Since during this procedure the trap cylindrical
7FIG. 5. Vertical rms size of the expanding quasi two-
dimensional gas released from the strongly anisotropic trap.
Each experimental point (dots) gives the rms size averaged
over three shots, with the statistical uncertainty indicated by
the error bars. The points are compared with the expansion
of the ground state of the harmonic oscillator (dashed blue
line) and with the scaling model of Ref. [31] (solid red line).
symmetry is preserved, this results mainly in an exci-
tation of the monopole mode, see figure 6. The oscil-
lation frequency ωr is measured simultaneously from a
small residual centre of mass oscillation. We measure
a monopole frequency of 48.1 ± 0.2 Hz for the oscilla-
tion of the cloud radius, which is very close to the ex-
pected 2ωr/(2pi) = 48.4 ± 0.2 Hz predicted by the the-
ory [17, 46]. The monopole oscillation does not show any
sign of damping over half a second. This shows that the
quality factor Q = ωM/ΓM , ratio of the monopole an-
gular frequency to the damping rate, exceeds 150. The
current experimental resolution doesn’t allow for a search
for the quantum anomaly, which is at the level of 2×10−3
for our trap parameters [45]. Furthermore, the quan-
tum anomaly shift will be masked, at the 10−2 level, by
beyond two-dimensional effects originating from a finite
value of the ratio µ2D/(~ωz) [47, 48].
We now turn to the study of the quadrupole mode.
This mode consists in out-of-phase oscillations of the
FIG. 6. Observation of the monopole mode at 2ωr in the
two-dimensional Bose gas. The solid line is a sinusoidal fit
to the data. The measured frequency is 48.1 ± 0.2 Hz, for a
trapping frequency of 24.2±0.1 Hz, measured simultaneously.
No damping is observable on this time scale.
FIG. 7. (a): Observation of the quadrupole mode in an
anisotropic trap: the coherent central part of the cloud den-
sity profile exhibits oscillation of its anisotropy at a single
frequency when properly excited. The solid line is a sinu-
soidal fit to the data. The measured frequency is 56 ± 1 Hz.
(b): In situ (1 ms time of flight) imaging of the gas density
profile by a home made objective (magnification ×8, resolu-
tion ' 4 µm), with probe propagating along z. In order to
reduce the optical thickness only about 10% of the atoms are
pumped on the cycling transition before the imaging pulses.
The density profile exhibits a bimodal shape with a coherent
central feature well described by a Thomas-Fermi profile on
top of a larger Gaussian pedestal.
cloud radii along two orthogonal directions. In our ex-
periment, the thermal gas is always in the collisionless
regime. This implies that, while the breathing mode
also exists at a frequency 2ωr for the thermal gas, the
quadrupole mode can only be observed when a super-
fluid fraction is present. In order to excite this mode, we
must break the cylindrical symmetry of the trap and in-
duce an anisotropy in the trap potential. This is done by
switching the rf-dressing to another configuration where
both antennas are driven in phase to produce the dressing
field.
In this situation, the rf field is linearly polarized along
a direction y′ at 45 degrees between x and y. The degen-
eracy of the in-plane trapping frequency is lifted, accord-
ing to Eq. (A2), see Appendix. The in-plane anisotropy
can be increased either by reducing the bubble radius R
or by increasing the Rabi coupling. We chose to reduce
R by tuning the rf frequency to 1 MHz while keeping
the Rabi coupling constant to keep the same vertical os-
cillation frequency. In these conditions, we are able to
load degenerate samples with almost no thermal frac-
tion. The temperature estimated from the trap depth is
50 nK. The clouds exhibit an in-plane anisotropy of 1.2,
as revealed by in-situ imaging, see figure 7(b). By mon-
itoring small in-situ dipolar oscillations of the cloud, we
measure the two trap frequencies: ωx′ = 2pi × 45± 1 Hz
and ωy′ = 2pi × 37.8± 0.5 Hz, consistent with the cloud
radii. In this anisotropic trap, the expected frequency for
the quadrupole mode, derived from a Castin-Dum anal-
ysis [49] adapted to two dimensions, is
ω2Q =
3
2
(
ω2x′ + ω
2
y′
)−
√
ω2x′ω
2
y′ +
9
4
(
ω2x′ − ω2y′
)2
. (11)
The excitation of the quadrupole mode in this trap
8proceeds as follows. The gas is initially at rest in the
symmetric trap with circularly polarized dressing field.
We then rapidly change the relative phase between the
two antennas, from pi/2 to pi in 0.4 ms, thus going to
the final situation where the dressing field is linearly po-
larized and the trap is anisotropic. The initial values of
the cloud radii do not correspond to equilibrium in this
new trap configuration, one being larger and the other
being smaller, which results in out of phase oscillations
of the radii at constant cloud volume. We observe these
oscillations by measuring the cloud in-plane anisotropy
as a function of time: this quantity oscillates at the
quadrupole mode frequency, as shown in figure 7(a). We
measure a quadrupole mode frequency of 56 ± 1 Hz in
good agreement with the prediction of 57 ± 1 Hz, de-
duced from Eq. (11).
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have demonstrated for the first time
the confinement of a quantum gas to two dimensions in
a magnetic trap. Magnetic traps are very stable, and
are not subject to photon scattering or short scale de-
fects as can occur if scattered light is present. Moreover,
the trap frequencies are in excellent agreement with those
predicted from the simple knowledge of the magnetic gra-
dient and rf characteristics, making the trap geometry
well under experimental control. We have shown that
the trap is indeed extremely smooth, sustaining dipole
oscillations for about one second.
This trap is very well suited for the study of collec-
tive modes of a quantum gas. We present data for the
monopole and quadrupole mode, in a regime of low tem-
perature. For this two-dimensional gas, dependence of
the mode frequencies on temperature or on the two-
dimensional parameter µ2D/(~ωz) are expected [50] but,
up to date, very few experimental data have been pub-
lished for the bosonic case [47]. A shift in the monopole
mode frequency, in particular, is a signature of the equa-
tion of state. In turn, the equation of state depends on
a transverse mean field shift [31], or on subtle quantum
effects [45]. A systematic study of these frequency shifts
will be the subject of future work.
Appendix A: Anisotropic two-dimensional gas
We consider here a linearly polarized rf fieldBrf(r, t) =
B1 [cos(ωrft) ex − cos(ωrft) ey] = B′1 cos(ωrft) ey′ along a
direction y′ in the xy plane making an angle θ with y,
i.e. ey′ = − sin θex + cos θey. The orthogonal direction
in the plane is labeled x′, with ex′ = cos θex + sin θey.
We now define Ω0 as the maximum rf amplitude at the
bottom of the isomagnetic ellipsoid, ~Ω0 =
1
2
|gF |µBB′1.
The effective Rabi coupling depends on r as
Ω(r) = Ω0
√
x′2 + 4z2
re(r)
. (A1)
The dressed quadrupole trap now has three non degener-
ate frequencies along the axes x′, y′ and z. The oscillation
frequencies are deduced from a second order expansion of
the trapping potential around its minimum. The result
is as follows [26]:
ωx′ =
√
g
4R
, (A2a)
ωy′ =
√
g
4R
[
1− mF~Ω0
MgR
√
1− ε2
]1/2
, (A2b)
ωz = 2α
√
mF~
MΩ0
(
1− ε2)3/4 , (A2c)
with the same equilibrium position R, given at Eq. (6).
The oscillation frequency in the x′ axis depends on Ω0
only through R, because the Rabi coupling is uniform
in the whole x′z plane where the static magnetic field is
orthogonal to the rf polarization everywhere.
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